Creation of pronunciation lexicons for speech recognition is widely acknowledged to be an important, but labor-intensive, aspect of system development. Lexicons are often manually created and make use of knowledge and expertise that is difficult to codify. In this paper we describe our American English lexicon developed primarily for the ARPA WSJNAB tasks. The lexicon is phonemically represented, and contains altemate pronunciations for about 10% of the words. Tools have been developed to add new lexical items, as well as to help ensure consistency of the pronunciations. Our experience in large vocabulary, continuous speech recognition is that systematic lexical design can improve system performance. Some comparative results with commonly available lexicons are given.
INTRODUCTION
Creation of pronunciation lexicons for speech recognition is widely acknowledged to be an important aspect of system development, but is it rarely addressed in detail. This is probably because the lexicons arc often manually mated and make use of knowledge and expertise that is difficult to codify. Lexical design entails two main parts -selection of the vocabulary items and representation of the pronunciation entry using the basic units of the recognition system. For large vocabulary, continuous speech recognition systems, the unit of choice is usually phonemes or phone-like units. Vocabulary selection to maximize lexical coverage for a given size lexicon has been previously reported. On the ARPA North American Business News (NAB) task, the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word rate with a 20k lexicon is about 2.5%. With a 20k word vocabulary and unrestricted test data, there are about 1.6 e m for each OOV word.
An obvious way to reduce the error rate due to OOVs is to increase the size of the lexicon. This was found to be the case for up to 65k words, despite the potential of increased confusability of the lexical entries. By reducing the OOV rate, we recover on average 1.2 times as many m r s as OOV words removed[ 11 .
Our experience in large vocabulary, continuous speech recognition is that systematic lexical design can improve the overall system performance. The LIMSI American English lexicon developed for the ARPA WSJMAB task contains 65.500 words and 72,637 In this paper we give an overview of how the LIMSI pronunciation lexicon is designed. This includes a description of the tools used to determine pronunciations of new lexical items and tools developed for checking the consistency of the entries.
LEXICAL REPRESENTATION
Our approach is to repment the lexicons with standard pronunciations using the set of 45 phonemes given in For each word the basefonn transcription is used to generate a pronunciation graph to which word-intemal phonological rules are o p tionally applied during training and recognition to account for some of the phonological variations observed in fluent speech. Some example alumate pronunciations are given in Figure 1 using the phone Symbol set given in Table 1 . The pronunciation for '%X"G" allow the /t/ to be optional, as a result of a word-intemal phonological rule. The second word 'IMEREST', may be produced with 2 or 3 syllables, depending upon the speaker, w h m in the latter case the . -. N may be deleted.
There are a variety of words for which fiquent alternative pronunciation variants arc observed, and these variants arc not due to 
PRONUNCIATION GENERATION TOOL
Since generating pronunciations is time-consuming and error-prone (it is mostly manual work), several utilities were developed to facilitate the work. while these utilities can be nm in an automatic mode, our experience is that human verification is required, and that interactive use is mort efficient. (For example, an erroneous tran-scription early on was obtained for the word "used". The program derived the pronunciation lAstl, from the word ''us". These types of errors can only be detected manually.) An overview of the procedure is shown in Figure 5 . First, missing pronunciations are generated by rule when possible, by automatically adding and removing fixes.' Some example affix rules are given in Figure 6 along with example words. Table 2 , where silence is included as a phone.
The test data are the same 200 sentences, 10 from each of 20 speakers
(1 1 f79m), used in the S Q W evaluation [8] . This data set was chosen becauseit is the only 20k test set for which the LIMSI lexicons had not been already updated to indude correct pronunciations for the words in the test data. We evaluate the lexicon in the context of our recognizer by confronting the pronunciations with large cotpora. By carrying out a forced alignment of the training data using its onhographic tmnscription, we are able to estimate the relative frequencies of different altemative pronunciations, as well as to determine sources of pronunciation errors. While it is difficult to evaluate changes to the lexicon, we have found that small, but consistent performance improvements can be obtained and that systematic design is essential to obtaining such improvements.
